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Abstract. FIA (Future Internet Architecture) is supported by US NSF
for future Internet designing. XIA is one of the projects which comply
with clean slate concept thoroughly. Meanwhile, virtual machine migration technique is crucial in cloud computing. As a network application,
VM migration should also be supported in XIA. This paper is an experimental study aims at verifying the feasibility of VM migration over XIA.
We primarily present intra-AD (Administrative Domain) and inter-AD
VM migration with KVM instances. The procedure is achieved by a migration control protocol which is suitable for the characters of XIA architecture. Moreover, an elementary self-adaptive mechanism is introduced
to maintain VM connectivity and connection states. It is also beneficial
for VM migration in TCP/IP network. Evaluation results show that our
solution well supports live VM migration in XIA and all the communications leading to VM can be kept uninterrupted after migration.
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Introduction

For decades, Internet has become one of the most useful tools in our daily life.
It achieved great flourish because of large quantity of applications and various
kinds of media. However, TCP/IP network at present is suffering from serious
issues such as difficulties on scalability, mobility and security problems. This
leads to the emergence and development of future network.
XIA is one of the FIA projects supported by US NSF in 2010. It is also one
of the FIA-NP (Next Phase) projects announced in May 2014. XIA [1] aims
at getting rid of TCP/IP concepts. Network, host, service and content can be
abstracted as principals. New principal types can be defined for special use, even
if they have not been natively supported [2]. Network address is replaced by
DAG (Directed Acyclic Graph), which is flexible for addressing. In addition,
fallback allows communicating entities to choose an alternative action if intent
node is unreachable. Addresses are managed by name service, which provides a
mapping converting human-readable names to DAGs.
?
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Virtualization is necessarily a key technology in cloud computing, which allows to run multiple operating systems on a single platform, utilizing host’s
expensive resources independently, such as CPU cycles and memory space. Data
centers can achieve load balancing, host maintenance, energy management or
disaster recovery [3] by VM migration.
Extensive research has been carried out on VMs with shared-storage [4], but
shared-storage VMs cannot be applied in all scenarios [5]. For example, a user
may not necessarily have access to a particular data center permanently. If a
shared virtual disk is allocated through network, abnormal latency would occur. Thus, we prefer full VM migration, during which virtual disk is transferred
as well as memory and CPU information. We choose KVM since block (storage) migration is intrinsically supported. KVM is a full virtualization solution
frequently used in research area. KVM module is integrated in the kernel of common Linux distributions. However, direct kernel modules access is not permitted
for users. This issue can be solved by QEMU which is also a piece of open-source
virtualization software and is adopted as a management tool in user space.
In this paper, we first design VM migration platform in two different situations, in a single AD and between ADs. Since VM migration in XIA network
is quite different to that in TCP/IP network, we adopt VM migration control
protocol to manage migration procedure. Moreover, a current-network based
self-adaptive mechanism is introduced to keep up all the connections leading to
VM. We can achieve VM migration over XIA with the control protocol and selfadaptive mechanism. The experimental results demonstrate that VMs can get
migrated with downtime no longer than 2s for full migration over XIA network.
Virtualization is necessary to maintain unified management for various cloud
computing platforms, even in future data centers. It is also beneficial to keep
user diversity and application isolation. Therefore, virtual machine will be in
existence for a long period of time in the future. As a typical application in
future networks, it should also be well supported in XIA. Base on the research
about VM migration over traditional TCP/IP network, we try to study VM
migration techniques in future Internet. On the one hand, it can test whether
VM migration is supported in XIA. On the other hand, in comparison with
the technologies used for VM migration in TCP/IP network, it is beneficial to
perfect the design of future networks.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Sect. 2 we discuss related
work. In Sect. 3, we introduce the VM migration system design and migration
modules processing migration. After that, we demonstrate the control protocol
and self-adaptive mechanism to achieve VM migration in Sect. 4. Sect. 5 further
discusses the experimental results. Some special issues and future works are
discussed in Sect. 6 and Sect. 7 concludes this paper.
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Related Work

Most of recent researches on VM migration are dedicated in studying the mechanisms of VM migration and factors that trigger it. In general, VM migration

method can be mainly classified as pre-copy [6], post-copy [7]. There are also
some optimizations based on pre-copy algorithms, such as transferring bitmaps[8]
or log file [9] of dirty pages, or delivering “hot pages” in final round [10] to minimize the number of pages being transferred.
In TCP/IP network, an important issue is to get the migrated VM noticed
by all the network elements after migration. It can be achieved by generating
an unsolicited ARP reply on destination host, advertising location change of
VM. But the fact is that this method may not be effective in all scenarios. If
source host and destination host are in different subnets, some hosts or routers
would not receive the ARP messages broadcasted by the migrated VM because
of network isolation.
In order to solve the problem, lots of researches has been carried out, which
can be classified into two categories. One is based on the concept of mobile
IP. Article [11] presented to build a tunnel between original address and the
new address so as to keep all the communications that have been set up before.
In addition, dynamic DNS is utilized to record address update, so clients can
connect to VM by obtaining the new address after VM migration. Network
agents [12] are presented to be set in both source and destination subnet with
ARP agents maintained on. The ARP agent in source subnet will broadcast ARP
messages to advertise the information of VM’s new location. But the limitation
is that clients should locate in source subnet, otherwise, they cannot receive the
ARP messages. Mobile IPv6 is introduced in [13], one of the benefits is that
hosts supporting Mobile IPv6 can bypass the tunnel and connect to the VM
through route optimization mode.
The other method depends on overlay network. In [14], source and destination
network of VM migration procedure are repartitioned into the same VPN. ARP
message can be forwarded at VPN level to update Ethernet switch mappings
at both sites. This will help to redirect network traffic to VM’s new location.
In ViNe [15], hosts can be addressed by virtual network addresses first. Overlay
network methods require to build virtual network before migration occurs, while
in fact VM migration is triggered by some particular factors, virtual networks
should be reorganized for migration each time since the source and destination
network may not be constant.
We seldom find research about VM migration technologies over future Internet architectures. Therefore, it is contributory for us to conduct virtual machine
migration research on XIA. It is contributive for the design of future networks.

3
3.1

System Design
Testbed Design

Our research goal can be summarized as four rules which we name as “four any”,
that is, VMs can be deployed on any physical host and be migrated to any one,
name service can run on any host in the network and any of the applications
should not be interrupted during VM migration.

(a) Intra-AD

(b) Inter-AD

Fig. 1: VM migration testbed design in XIA network, (a) is the testbed in single
AD and (b) is a typical testbed for VM migration between different ADs.

The XIA prototype is developed base on software router click[16]. Common
routers in TCP/IP network can’t be recognized in XIA because of the differences
in protocol formats. As a solution, XIA routers are realized by physical machines
with two or more NICs. Name service is necessary for host address query in XIA.
Any host can run as name server and provide global name resolution service.
When the addresses of hosts or services are changed, they should be registered
to name server.
AD is introduced in XIA to partition the network. It is convenient for network management. A VM in different AD will obtain different addresses as the
AD number is changed. Therefore, inter-AD VM migration is more complex than
that in a single AD. We propose two VM migration testbeds, in single AD and
between ADs, concerning the issue of whether DAG has to be changed. Fig.
1a shows the testbed of VM migration in single AD. HOST A, HOST B and
HOST C represent the source host, destination host and client host respectively.
HOST VM depicted in dashed box denotes the virtual machine to be migrated.
Name service runs on HOST A because it can be put on any hosts. ROUTER 1
indicates a XIA router, routing and forwarding packets. In Fig. 1b, the topological structure is partitioned into two independent ADs and each XIA router
manages its AD respectively. Name service still runs on HOST A. All the hosts
or services can register their DAG-style addresses to name service.
3.2

Migration Control Modules

We attempt to conduct VM migration in XIA network with now available virtualization product KVM and take the advantages of CHUNK provided in XIA for
data delivery. The whole structure of VM migration consists of three modules
and their relationship are shown in Fig. 2.
Migration Data Sending and Receiving There are four migration modes in
KVM. Among them, tcp mode is primarily used for VM migration in TCP/IP
network by default. In exec mode, migration data are read and sent to standard
I/O by the sender, while on the receiver side KVM hypervisor obtains data from

Fig. 2: Data flow between different modules for exec mode VM migration

standard I/O and then reload VM, no matter how data are transferred. Tcp
mode cannot be adopted here since TCP connection is not supported in XIA.
We choose to get KVM migration run in exec mode.
Migration Data Transfer Three data transmission methods are provided
in XIA, namely STREAM, DGRAM and CHUNK. STREAM is connection oriented and provides reliable transmission, just as TCP in TCP/IP protocol stack.
Correspondingly, DGRAM is connectionless like UDP. Concept of CHUNK is
widely used in content-centric future Internet architectures, especially XIA and
NDN. All the data should be divided into chunks when transmitting in CHUNK
mode. CID of a chunk is obtained by hash of the whole content block, so it
can get self-verified. Network traffic is well controlled because each transaction
is originated by the receiver and the sender just need to put the data that are
required into content cache.
CHUNK mode is quite reliable because of its error control and intrinsic traffic
control mechanisms though it is connectionless. We employ it as a transmission
method for VM migration in XIA. When migration data are sent to standard
I/O, migration sending process acquires and delivers them to the destination
host. Meanwhile, receiving process accepts the chunks and writes them into
standard I/O. The details of chunk mode data transmission procedure and the
control protocol for its management will be introduced in Sect. 4.1.
Migration Test and Verify In order to test whether VM migration procedure
is live or not, we propose to run some applications in VM. Since traditional
applications cannot work efficiently in XIA network environment, a calculation
application (expressed as Cal in the context) is introduced, which is developed
with APIs provided in XIA. A calculation server daemon runs in VM, calculating
and verifying Goldbach conjecture (every even number can be expressed as a sum
of two prime numbers). A client process runs on client host (HOST C in Fig. 1),
acquiring answers from server and printing them onto screen.
We propose to use Xping provided in XIA prototype as a way for downtime
evaluation. For example, if time interval of Xping packets is set as ∆t and n
packets are dropped during downtime, we can get informed that downtime measured is (n ± 1) ∗ ∆t, that means the downtime is n ∗ ∆t with deviation of ∆t.
This is quite accurate if value ∆t is small enough.

Fig. 3: Detailed working process of VM migration control protocol
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Control Protocol and Self-adaptive Mechanism

We present a migration control protocol to manage the VM migration procedure
in XIA. Since keeping the migrated VM accessible is significant, we introduce
the self-adaptive mechanism for network work recovery after VM migration.
4.1

VM Migration Control Protocol

Fig. 3 shows the process of data transmission. Control messages are delivered by
STREAM because it is simple and reliable. The destination site starts a stream
socket first and binds it to a migration service. The socket is in listening state,
waiting for connection of migration data sender host. After connection is set up,
the source host (sender) will notify the destination host (receiver) of CIDs of the
chunks that needed to be delivered. The destination host will construct messages
to request for these chunks. The receiver then acknowledges for this round of
transmission if the data are check to be correct and the sender continues its
data transmission procedure till nothing to be delivered. If the data sender is
sure of the end of migration, a “DONE” message will be sent out to announce
the termination of VM migration.
4.2

Self-adaptive Mechanism

In implementation of VM migration in WAN of TCP/IP network, VM will get
unreachable after being migrated to destination subnet. There are mainly three
challenges. Firstly, the IP address obtained before migration belongs to the
source subnet and it can’t be recognized in new subnet, even the destination
host which the VM lies on is not aware of the existence of VM. Secondly, if a

Fig. 4: An simple example of XIA address expressed in the DAG form (src indicates a virtual source of DAG. AD is a 160-bits number identifying an AD.
Similarly, HID and SID are 160-bits identifiers presenting a host or a service.)

new address is acquired, e.g. by DHCP, it is also difficult to get the new address
information propagated to the whole Internet. Thirdly, all the communications
related to the migrated VM should be recovered and the communications set up
afterward must be routed to the right location.
Therefore, we present self-adaptive mechanism after VM is resumed on destination host. In order to solve the above-mentioned problems, self-adaptive procedure mainly focuses on three aspects, namely VM mobility perception, new
location notification and traffic redirection.
Migration Perception One basic precondition for VM migration accomplishment and traffic recovery is that migration of VM should be detected as soon as
possible. A general solution is to intercept and capture signals from the hypervisor when particular event occurs. In XIA network, this goal can be achieved
conveniently. XIA gateway router inside an AD broadcast beacons periodically
which contain identifiers of the AD and router. Any host that receive the broadcast packets can easily determine which AD they belong to at present.
New Location Notification Addresses in XIA are expressed by DAG and a
simple form is depicted in Fig. 4. This structure is constructed with all kinds
of IDs that are necessary, so it is convenient for re-construction. AD should be
changed when a VM is migrated to a new AD, and a new DAG form address
should be re-registered to name service as soon as VM migration is detected.
Additionally, since a router is to manage the AD it locates in, the VM should
also make itself noticed by the gateway router in the destination AD and the
router will append its routing table with an entry directing to the VM.
Traffic Redirection Network traffic related to VM should be resumed after
it is migrated to destination host. Most of the researches that studying live
VM migration in WAN adopt agents on source host and tunnels between agent
and VM. Neither is needed when it comes to XIA because of its particular
characteristics. Information contained in either source or destination address
field of XIP layer header is not yet IP, but DAG instead. Lastnode field stores
an identifier that indicates the node which is last processed by router. When a
router receives a packet, it first checks Lastnode field and then processes the nodes
afterward. Thus, a packet is routed and forwarded based on the information of
a particular node in DAG, not DAG as a whole.

According to the analysis, we can take some modifications to the routing
tables of routers on the migration path. In this way, packets forwarding to VM
are still able to be delivered correctly according to “HID” routing entries, even
though “AD” information is changed. We just have to change the next-hop field
of VM’s HID entry to make the path directing to the new location. If a router
in source AD receives a packet with VM’s obsolete DAG as destination address,
it will direct the packet to next hop router which is nearer to destination host.
For example, if ROUTER 1 in Fig. 1 receives a packet with VM’s original DAG,
this packet should be routed to ROUTER 2 according to the routing table that
has been modified and finally it will arrive at VM because ROUTER 2 knows
the location of VM exactly.
The rules of routing table in XIA also bring some troubles. When a VM is
running on source host, a HID entry is added into it with the host’s HID as
destination and next hop address. Similarly, there is also an entry pointing to
VM’s HID in source host’s routing table. This will lead to trouble as both of these
entries can’t get modified automatically and packets will be routed incorrectly
when VM is migrated. Therefore, these two entries should be deleted in order
to keep connectivity between source host and VM.

5

Implementation and Evaluation

We carry out VM migration over XIA network with the testbeds depicted in
Section 3. With the evaluation results, we can easily get to know the deficiencies
of our design and get improvement in next phase. We do not focus on iteration
phases during migration or factors that trigger migration. Therefore, we don’t
need to take any modifications to QEMU-KVM. This is beneficial to make the
current virtualization products flourish in the future when future networks such
as XIA takes the place of TCP/IP. VM is configured with 4GB virtual disk and
640MB physical memory for full migration. The size is necessary for installation
of XIA software. Hosts are configured with Intel core I3 processor and 8GB RAM.
Computers with multiple network interface cards are used as XIA routers. All
the physical hosts and VM are running Ubuntu 12.04 with kernel 3.5.0. Source
code of XIA prototype v1.1 is obtained from Github.
5.1

Comparison of Migration Modes

First of all, it is necessary to compare migration performance in tcp and exec
modes so as to get the differences between them. We implement exec mode data
transmission by using SOCK STREAM sockets in TCP/IP network, comparing
to the default tcp method. Two kinds of workload along with calculation application we developed are introduced, which are widely used in network research
areas.
Dbench: an open source benchmark tool to generate I/O workloads, simulating a variety of real file servers. We choose it as an I/O intensive application.

Netperf: a benchmark that can be used to measure the performance of many
different types of networks. Here we run it as a workload inside VM and it does
not communicate with clients because of limitations of protocol stack.
Fig. 5 shows the total migration time and downtime of VM migration in
two modes with different VM workload. We can get concluded from comparison
that total migration time and downtime will increase obviously if we use exec
mode for migration with same workload, especially downtime. As a self-defined
transmission method, the throughput of exec mode transmission is slightly lower
than that of tcp. Thus, migration method selection affects the performance and
we will complete exec mode VM migration over XIA for a comparison to that
over TCP/IP network.

Fig. 5: Total migration time and downtime of two migration mode (tcp and exec)

5.2

Connectivity Test

We test VM migration in exec mode over both TCP/IP and XIA networks.
Processing programs is required for data sending and receiving with sockets
provided in TCP/IP and XIA networks respectively. A calculation service always
runs in the VM for connectivity test. We just take one application as an example
because VM will be unreachable in WAN as a matter of experience, no matter
which kind of workload it takes along.
First of all, the service runs in VM never get interrupted during the migration
procedure. Xping drops several packets during downtime but recovers soon after
VM’s resuming on destination host. Both connection-oriented and connectionless services will not be interrupted during VM migration, even without agents
or tunnels used for network recovery in WAN of TCP/IP network.
Total migration time and downtime of above experiments are demonstrated
in Table 1. We can conclude that full VM migration in LAN of TCP/IP network
takes the least total migration time and downtime. When it comes to WAN,

Table 1: Performance of VM migration in different networks

TCP/IP
XIA

Intra-AD
total time
downtime
6.5 min
1s
14 min
1.2 s

Inter-AD
total time
downtime
15 min
1.2 s

Table 2: Migration performance in XIA network with different workload
Intra-AD
total time
downtime
Calculation
14 min
1.2 s
Dbench
12 min
1.0 s
Netperf
12 min
1.7 s

Inter-AD
total time
downtime
15 min
1.2 s
13 min
1.5 s
14 min
1.7 s

the VM and its services are all inaccessible after it has been migrated to the
destination subnet. The migrated VM has kept the original IP address and this
can’t be recognized in a different subnet.
In XIA network, VM migration can be achieved successfully though the performance isn’t so good. Downtime is about 0.2s longer than that in TCP/IP
while total migration time is about twice longer. The long time is probably
caused by chunk cache mechanism in XIA routers. Chunks that are passing
through a router would be cached for future use. The router will search its cache
when a chunk request comes and it will deliver this chunk to client if found, or it
will continues to forward this request. Thus the time cost for chunk search will
sharply increase chunk transmission time. It can also reduce network throughput to some extent. Lots of effort has to be made for performance optimization
in XIA. We have made some modifications to the cache algorithms, that is, to
release the first chunk in the cache when extra space is required, which reduces
total migration time and downtime sharply.
5.3

Workload Test

We evaluate VM migration performance in XIA with different workloads, representing typical server applications in today’s data centers. Experimental results
are shown in Table 2.
Calculation is CPU-intensive and network-intensive because it calculates results and delivers the data rapidly. Both netperf and dbench can be regarded
as I/O intensive. We can see in Fig. 6 that total migration time varies little
between the migrations in intra-AD and inter-AD. In contrast, migration of VM
with dbench has the largest downtime variation. Among the applications listed,
VM running netperf and dbench suffers longer downtime while the calculation
application has longer total time. We can draw a conclusion that network intensive services will suffer longer total migration time, while downtime is longer for
I/O intensive services.

Fig. 6: Total migration time and downtime of VM migration in XIA network
with different workload test

6

Future Works

This paper takes the first step towards the research of VM migration over XIA
and our future studies will base on the testbeds designed. There are still many
open issues that need to be further explored.
First of all, though we have achieved VM migration over XIA, the performance isn’t so ideal. Performance optimization is an urgent matter. We hope to
reduce total migration time and downtime in XIA to be as short as in TCP/IP.
Another research point is migration strategies such as load balancing. Besides,
we can study VM migration in more future Internet architectures in order to
find one that is most suitable for future demand.

7

Conclusion

This paper designs experimental testbeds in future Internet prototypes comparing against VM migration in LAN and WAN of TCP/IP network. We propose
KVM virtual machines to be migrated with independent sending and receiving
programs. Data are transmitted in chunks and this procedure is managed by
a migration control protocol. We then introduce a self-adaptive mechanism in
order to solve the application interruption problem after VM is migrated, especially among ADs. All the traffics directed to VM can be recovered even if they
are still using original VM addresses. Evaluation results show that VMs can be
migrated in XIA networks successfully with downtime in the acceptable range.
Performance improvement can leave for future research.
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